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F. Take each of the basic Orders (those not marked with an Advanced 
symbol ) and place them inside the Order box.

G. Take each of the Advanced Orders (those that are marked with an  
Advanced symbol ) and place them alongside the player board.

H. Randomly take 2 Objective Cards. Players keep these secret from all 
other players, even their Alliance Partner. Players will score points at the 
end of the game according to how many of the Cities on the Objective 
Card they Control. 
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Board setup
This example is a 4-player game, with a detailed view of 
Unit placement on p. 8–9. For 2- and 3-players, see p. 6–7.

1. In a 2 and 3-player game only the south (A) map 
board is used, in a 4-player game both the south (A) 
and north (B) map boards are used. Place them 
between all players. 

2. Populate the map with Units and other components.
A. Place Units and Leaders into the Regions according 

to the player setups on pages 6–9. Avoid blocking 
any Resources on the map if possible. Units placed 
onto the board are taken from the leftmost part of 
the player board that still contains Units of the  
relevant type.

B. Shuffle the Mission Cards and place them face up 
on the future mission spot. Move the top card to 
the active mission spot.

C. Shuffle the Diplomacy Cards and place them face 
up on the Diplomacy Card spot.

D. Place the Glory track marker on 0 on the Glory 
track.

E. Place the round marker on the year 1190.

F. Set up the initiative track. Randomly place an initi-
ative marker on position 1 and its Alliance Partner’s 
initiative marker on position 3. Randomly place an 
initiative marker from the other Alliance on posi-
tion 2 and its Alliance Partner on position 4. (In a 
3-player game the lone player uses both markers of 
their Alliance.) 

G. Place the Faith markers and Mercantile Cities
markers on the Faith track of each Alliance. In 

an Alliance with 2 player both markers start at 0. An 
Alliance with 1 player only use the Faith marker, 
starting at 2. 

3. Setup Genoa ships . The ships arriving with  
reinforcements are marked with the 1191 Spring and 
1191 Autumn. Add the Units and Leaders from the 
Armies that are in the game to their allocated Slots. 
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4. Calculate crowns, command points, supply and 
gold icons for each player by looking at the Regions 
and Leaders they Control. (The setups on p. 6-9 also 
show how to place all markers.) For each they 
Control, they move both their base and current  
command point marker up once (A). For each they  
Control, they move their crown marker up once (B). 
For each they Control, they move their supply 
marker up once (C). For each they Control they 
move their gold marker up once (D). The icons on 
the Genoa ship Leaders are not counted in this step. 

5. Set up the diplomacy board. 
A. Place the diplomacy board next to the map board. 

B. Place the 12 diplomacy markers of each player’s 
color on the diplomacy board. Place 1 player colored 
pawn next to the player board, it is used for bidding. 
(In a 3-player game, the lone player do not get dou-
ble markers for the diplomacy board.)

C. Place all the white tokens of all shapes next to the  
diplomacy board. 

D. Place Sabotage /Bandit tokens, Destroyed 
Port tokens and gold in a pool close to the 
map board.

6. Place the bidding board next to the map. 

7. Give each Alliance their Player Aid. 

The Ayyubid player counts all command points, crowns, 
supply and gold icons from Regions they Control and all 
their Leaders placed on the board. 
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2-player setup Place the Units in the Regions displayed on the map below. Avoid covering any Resources. Units of all 
Armies are shown, but the players only place the Units of their own 2 Armies. A double colored Unit means that the player places one of their own 
corresponding Units, regardless of which Army in an Alliance they play as. Remember the Sabotage tokens and the Genoa ships. 

Track markers placement
Angevin: 1  1  5  1

Holy Roman Empire: 2  3  5  1

Ayyubid: 3  2  4  3

Turkoman: 2  2  7  3
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3-player setup Place the Units in the Regions displayed on the map below. Avoid covering any Resources. Units of all 
Armies are shown, but the players only place the Units of their own 3 Armies. Remember the Sabotage tokens and the Genoa ships. The difficulty 
for the lone player varies between the different Armies. From easiest to hardest: Holy Roman Empire, Angevin, Ayyubid and Turkoman.

Track markers placement
In full Alliance: HRE -1 , Turkoman -1  and -1

Angevin: 0  0  3  1

Holy Roman Empire: 2  2  3  1

Ayyubid: 2  1  4  2

Turkoman: 2  0  4  2
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4-player setup Place the Units in the Regions displayed on the map below. 
Avoid covering any Resources. Remember the Sabotage tokens and the Genoa ships. 

Track markers placement
Angevin: 1  1  6  1

Holy Roman Empire: 2  2  4  3

Ayyubid: 3  2  4  3

Turkoman: 2  2  7  2
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Variable Setup
This setup is an optional 4-player version for experienced players. It is also possible 
to use for 2-player games if the cards marked with the North icon are removed. 

Set aside the Famagusta Objective Card, then sort the other Objective Cards, 
based on the main City, into a Crusader deck and a Muslim deck as follows:

Shuffle the 2 decks and deal each player 4 cards from the deck that matches 
their loyalty. Each player looks at their cards, then discards 1 card face down.

Each player receives the following based on their Army: 

Deployment points are just used for the variable setup start, and have no 
specific icon. To keep track of the deployment points, the command point 
track can be used temporarily.

The players reveal their 3 remaining Objective Cards. Randomly set up the 
initiative track order as with any other setup. In initiative order players place 
one of their Leaders/Units onto the board. Placing an Infantry Unit costs 1 
deployment point, a Cavalry Unit costs 2 deployment points and a Siege En-
gine Unit costs 4 deployment points and can only be placed in a City. Placing 
a Leader is free. Players may deploy Units and Leaders into the following:

 ǺAny of the 3 main Cities shown in the titel of their Objective Cards.
 ǺA single Desert Region Adjacent by Road to at least one of the main 
Cities shown in the titel of their Objective Cards.
 ǺMuslim players may deploy into Jerusalem, but a maximum of 3 square 
tokens and 1 hexagonal token. 

Once all players have finished deploying, place a Neutral Infantry into each 
City that contains no Units or Leaders. Shuffle all of the Objective Cards (in-
cluding the discarded and set aside cards) back together to form the Objective 
Card deck for the game. 

Crusader deck:

Muslim deck:

:

:

:

:

Adana, Antioch, Ascalon, Heraclium,  
Selucia, Sidon, Tartosa, Tripoli and Tyre.

Acre, Ahamant, Aleppo, Damascus, 
Homs, Iconium, Jaffa and Kerak.

William, James and 11 deployment points

Frederick I, Diepold, Guido and 11 deployment points

Saladin, Al-Adil, Al-Afdal, Ibn Shaddad and 14 deployment points

Zangi, Qilij Arslan II, Ibn Marwan and 14 deployment points
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How to play the game
A round consists of 5 phases carried out in the following order:

1. Strategy Phase
2. Planning Phase
3. Command Phase  

Battle
4. Diplomacy Phase
5. Upkeep Phase

The actions in all phases are carried out in ‘initiative order’. The player at the 
top of the initiative track goes first, followed by the other players in descending 
order along the track. After the last player the turn moves back to the first 
player again. In a 3-player game the lone player uses both markers of their 
Alliance, and takes every other turn. In a 2-player game the players only use 
their own Armies initiative markers. 

1. Strategy Phase
In this phase players choose Event Cards and receive command points. 

Each player draws 4 cards from their current round’s Events deck, looks at them 
and chooses to place them face down in each Slot showing a number and a flag 
icon below the Bidding board. Once each player has done so, simultaneously 
reveal all of the placed Event Cards.

In the initiative order, each player selects an Event Card from one of the 
event rows of the opposing Alliance. The owner of the Event Card takes the 
card and places it alongside their player board. The player who selected the 
Event Card receives command points equal to the number shown by the 
flag above where the Event Card was placed below the bidding board. They 
adjust their current command points marker up by the number of command 
points gained.

Initiative order: 1. Angevin, 2. Ayyubid, 3. Holy Roman Empire, 4. Turkoman.

Bidding board setup where all 4 players 
have placed their chosen Event Cards.

The Angevin player chooses the card “Greek Fire” from the Turkoman card row. They give the 
card to the Turkoman player and move their own current command point tracker 2 points up. 
Their base command point tracker is staying put. 

Players continue selecting Event Cards until each player has selected 2 cards. 
At this point any cards remaining in the event rows are discarded and the 
Strategy Phase is over.

Only 2 cards may be selected from each Army. Once 2 cards have been 
selected from an Army's row, players must select a card from the event row of 
the other Army in the opposing Alliance.

In a 3-player game the lone player chooses 2 cards from each of the allied 
players and the allied players chooses 1 card each from the lone player, but 
they get double the command points for the card they choose. All players end 
up with 2 cards each to play during the Command Phase.
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2. Planning Phase
In this phase players plan by placing Orders.

In the initiative order the players either select 1 Order from behind their 
screen and place it into an available Order Section (crescent shape) of a Region 
on the map board, or pass.

Players must place their Orders into an Order Section on their own side 
of the map board – therefore only one player from each Alliance may place 
an Order into each Region.

Orders are always placed facing the player who placed the Order. Their 
Alliance Partner may see the Order, but players in the other Alliance may not.

Once an Order has been placed onto the map board it cannot be removed 
or moved until it is activated during the Command Phase.

Once a player has passed, they may not place any more Orders during the 
current Planning Phase. They are skipped when it is their turn to activate.

When all players have passed, proceed to the Command Phase.

NOTE! A player may place an Order in any 
Region, but be aware that most Orders have  
activation requirements (see page 13). Check if 
the placed Order meets the activation require-
ments, or plan on how to achieve that before the 
end of the round. Failed Orders will give the  
player negative Glory.

NOTE! A player may place any number of  
Orders, but be aware that most Orders have a 
cost. Check that the sum of the Orders’ costs does 
not exceed the players command points (as seen 
on the command point track). The player will not 
be allowed to execute more Orders than they can 
pay for during the Command Phase. Each player 
will lose 1 Glory point for each of their Orders 
that they cannot execute. 

Order placement example
1. Sidon 
The Holy Roman Empire player has Presence and Control of the 
Region. The Order can be executed during the Command Phase, 
as long as the Order meets the Presence and Region requirements 
and the player can pay its cost. 

2. Tripoli
The Angevin player has Presence and Control of the Region, 
including the Neutral Infantry. The Order can be executed as 
long as the Order meets the Presence and Region requirements 
and the player can pay its cost. 

3. Desert
The Ayyubid player has no Units inside the Region. To execute 
the Order they must first gain Presence in the Region, unless the 
Order allows execution regardless of Presence.

4. Desert
The Holy Roman Empire player and the Turkoman player have 
1 Order each in the Region. This is the maximum amount of 
Orders per Region, 1 per Alliance. The players have no Units 
inside the Region, so neither player is in Control of the Region 
and the Neutral Unit inside it. To execute an Order either player 
must first gain Presence in the Region, unless the Order allows 
execution regardless of Presence.

5. Damascus
The Ayyubid player has Presence and Control of the Region.  
The Order can be executed as long as the Order meets the Presence 
and Region requirements and the player can pay its cost.

6. Homs
The Turkoman player has the most Units and therefore Controls 
the Region. The Ayyubid player has Presence in the Region, and 
can still execute their Order as long as they meet the Presence 
and Region requirements and can pay its cost.

Can be executed with any type of 
Presence in a Desert Region.

Costs 2 command points to execute, 
in any Holy Roman Empire Region.
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3. Command Phase
In this phase the players execute their Event Cards and Orders.

In the initiative order the players activate by either 
 ǺExecuting 1 Event Card, 
 ǺExecuting 1 Order on the map board,
 ǺOr pass.

When a main event is executed, carry out the actions indicated in any Region 
that meets the requirments, unless otherwise specified. Icons will indicate the 
Presence needed. (See the Glossary, p. 19–21, and the Iconography on the fold-
outs, for descriptions of icons and actions.)

The active player may choose to perform as much or as little of an event as 
they wish (e.g. if the event shows that 2 Infantry are recruited and a March

is made from a Region, the active player may recruit 0, 1 or 2 Infantry in 
that Region and may choose to March from the Region or not).

If part of an event cannot be applied (for example if a Named Leader is not 
on the map board or a player does not Control any Regions of the required 
type) then ignore that part of the event.

If an Event Card shows an OR, the active player 
chooses to apply the first effect OR the second 
effect. Crown events marked with ‘In same Region’  
has to be carried out in the same Region as the 
main event. Crown events marked with ‘Instead’ 
exhange the main event to a more beneficial action. 

If the effect of a card adds Units to a Region 
with enemy Units, a Battle immediately takes place 
(see pages 14–15).

If the effect of an Event Card causes a player to gain or lose crowns , 
command points , gold icons or supply icons in any Region, they 
adjust their base command point and/or other track markers immediately. 

The Angevin player is first on 
the initiative track. They can 
either execute an Event Card 
or an Order. Then the turn 
moves to the next player on the 
initiative track.

1. Main event
The Ayyubid player can add general Tughril 
and a Cavalry to any Desert Region without 
Crusader or Muslim Presence. 

2. Crown event
The player needs 4 crowns to activate, but 
only has 2 on their crown track. They pay  
4 gold to temporary reach the crown level 
needed to activate. They can now add 2  
Infantry in the same Region. 

Gain 1 Faith OR 3 Glory.

The Holy Roman Empire player chooses to execute the main event, placing an Infantry 
Unit and a crown token in any City Regions they Control. They gain 1 crown, and move 
their crown marker up 1 step on their crown track. They now have 3 crowns, enought to 
execute the crown event. They move their base command tracker up 1 step on their command 
point track. The current command point marker stays in the same place.

Activating an Event Card
A player executes the main event (1) and/or the crown event (2). They may 
execute as much of the event as they want, in any order. The main event is 
always free. To execute the crown event, the player needs to meet the crown 
requirement by having an equal or higher number of crowns on their 
crown track. Executing a crown event does not spend any crowns, it is just a 
requirment. If a player does not have enough crowns, they can temporarily 
add the number of crowns needed by paying 2 gold per crown. 
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Executing an Order
A player may execute an Order by declaring they are executing the Order 
and turning it to face their opponent(s).

A player may only execute an Order if they meet the Order’s requirements. 
Generally this will require a player to have Presence in the Region where they 
are activating the Order. Some Orders require the Region to be of a specified 
type or to contain a Port . If a player does not meet the require-
ments of an Order then they cannot execute that Order.

A player may only execute an Order if they can pay the command point cost 
of the Order, shown alongside the command point icon in the top right 
corner. The player must adjust their current command point marker down by 
this amount when they execute the Order.

When an Order is executed, carry out the actions as indicated by the large 
icons in the centre of the Order (see the Glossary, p. 19–21).

A Blank Order is only used for bluffing and cannot be executed. 

Once the Order has been executed, place the Order above the player board, 
do not return it to the players pool, this is done during the Upkeep Phase.

The active player may choose to perform as much or as little of an Order 
as they wish.

If Units March to a Region with enemy Units as the result of an Order, 
a Battle immediately takes place.

If the effect of an Order results in a player Controlling more or fewer com-
mand points , crowns , gold icons or supply icons , they adjust 
their base command point and/or other track markers immediately.

Activating an Order out of turn
A player may execute a Reaction Order 
out of turn if there is a Battle. The Battle can 
be instigated by any player. A Reaction Order 
cannot be executed unless there is a Battle.  
(See Battle on p. 14–15.)

Passing
When a player has passed, they can no longer activate Event Cards or execute 
Orders (other than Reaction Orders) during the current Command Phase 
and are skipped when it would be their turn to activate.

A player who has passed in the Command Phase may still execute Reaction 
Orders during Battles.

Once all players have passed, carry out a victory check.

Victory check
To carry out a victory check, look at the position of the Glory track 
marker . If the marker is on space 10 or higher on either side of 
the track, the Alliance whose side of the track the marker is on is 
victorious. Immediately proceed to end game scoring. If neither 
Alliance has won the game, proceed to the Diplomacy Phase.

Reaction Order

Order examples
1. Angevin Order
The Angevin players' Order requires that they have Presence 
and that it is executed in a Desert Region. They do not fulfill 
the Presence requirement and cannot execute the Order. 

2. Turkoman Order
The Turkoman players' Order can be executed regardless of 
Presence, in a Desert Region. They meet both requirements 
and can execute the Order, adding 1 Infantry Unit in the 
Region. They pay the command point cost by moving their 
current command point marker down 3 steps. They gain  
Control of the Region and move up 2 step on their supply track 
for the uncovered supply icons in the Region. 

3. Ayyubid Order
The Ayyubid players' Order requires that it is executed in a 
City with Muslim Alliance Presence. The Ayyubid player has 
no Units and therefore no Presence, but since their Alliance 
Partner Turkoman has Presence they meet the requirements. 
They pay the cost of 3 command points and add 2 Infantry 
Units, becoming the Controlling player. They move their base 
command point marker up 1 step for the token in the Region. 
They move their gold marker up 1 step on the corresponding 
track. The Glory icon in Antiochi is not counted until the  
Upkeep Phase. 
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Battle
At any time there are Units and/or Leaders from opposing Alliances / 
in the same Region a Battle occurs.

The active player is the attacker and the player Controlling the Region 
is the defender . If there is a tie of Control in the defending Region the tie 
is broken by the initiative order.

Keep the Units and/or Leaders of the attacking Alliance in a separate group 
on the Road to the Battle Region until the Battle is fully resolved. Neutral 
Units/Leaders Marching with the active player are under their Control until 
the Battle is fully resolved. Any Neutral Units/Leaders in the Region under 
attack are Controlled by the defenders. 

Reaction Orders
The Alliance with the lowest Battle Strength may now execute Reaction  
Orders . The Controlling Army can execute first and if neither player is in 
Control they choose in initiative order. If either Alliance Partner executes an 
Order, calculate the new Battle Strength of each Alliance and repeat this step. 

The Turkoman player Marches from 
the Desert and make an attack on 
Tripoli, leaving 2 Units behind. The 
Crusader Alliance is in Control of 
the Region, but no single Army is in 
Control. The Holy Roman Empire 
player is ahead of the Angevin player 
on the initiative track and will be in 
charge of the Defence. 

1. Attack
The Turkoman player attacks Tripoli with 4 Units and 1 Leader. Their Battle Strength 
is 8; 1 per Cavalry on the Leader, 1 for the Cavalry Unit, 3 for the Siege Engine and 1 
each for the 2 Infantry Units. (The 2 Infantry Units left in the Desert is not counted.)

2. Reaction Order
The Crusaders' combined Battle Strength is 4. The Holy Roman Empire 
player is ahead on the initiative track and in charge of the Defence. 
They chose to execute the Reaction Order in Tripoli. It adds +2 to the 
Defence, making a total of 6 in Battle Strength. 

3. Reaction Order
The Crusaders still has the lower Battle Strength. The Angevin player 
choose to execute a Reaction Order in the Adjacent Desert Region. The 
Reinforce effect adds +1 in Battle Strength for each Unit in the Desert 
Region to the Battle in Tripoli, giving a total Battle Strength of 8.

4. Reaction Order
The Alliances are tied which gives the attacking player the lowest Battle 
Strength. The Turkoman player left Units behind in the Desert Region 
they attacked from. They still have Presence and can execute the Reaction 
Order. With this Order they can cancel the previous Reaction Order 
used by the Angevin player in the Adjacent Region. The Crusaders' 
Battle Strength is now back to 6.

5. Defeat
The Crusaders have no more Reaction Orders to execute. The Order 
in Sidon can not be executed because the Region is not Adjacent to the 
Battle. The Turkoman player wins the Battle with a Battle Strength of 
8 against the Crusaders' 6. The executed Reaction Orders are removed 
to the side of the game board. 

Battle Strength
The players calculate the Battle 
Strength of their Alliance. Leaders 
with Infantry or Cavalry
icons have the Battle Strength of 
the corresponding Unit(s).

If one Alliance only has Leaders 
without a Unit symbols and no other 
Units or Leaders, then those Leaders 
are lost and the opposing Alliance  
automatically wins the combat 
without suffering losses.

Faith bonus
In 2- and 3-player games, the lone 
player in an Alliance gets a +1 Battle 
Strength bonus if they have higher 
Faith on their Faith track than the 
opponent.

Angevin would have +1 Strength 
against Ayyubid if playing solo.
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Gaining Glory
A Battle can gain an Alliance up to 4 Glory. The Alliance that wins the Battle 
gains 1 Glory for each of the following:

 ǺThe Alliance is the attacker and the Battle Region is a City

 ǺAt least 1 Leader (any color) / was part of the attacking force

 ǺAt least 1 Leader (any color) / was part of the defending force

 ǺAt least 1 Leader (any color) in the losing Army was killed /
as a result of the Battle

Suffering losses
The Alliance with the highest Battle Strength wins the Battle. In the case of 
a tie the defending Alliance wins the Battle.

Each Alliance now suffers losses. The winning Alliance always loses 1 Unit 
or 1 Leader. For every Battle Strength in difference, the defeated Alliance 
loses 1 Unit/Leader, but always to a minimum 1 Unit/Leader. Lost Units are 
returned to their owner’s player board. Lost Leaders are removed from the 
game and placed in the game box.

Where Units of both Armies in an Alliance and/or Neutral Units are in-
volved in a Battle, the players can always assign the first casualty to a Neutral 
Unit. After that the players cannot assign more losses to their Alliance Partners’ 
Units or Neutral Units/Leaders than to their own. Any Neutral Units not 
killed in the Battle will join the winning Army. 

If the defenders win they remain in the Region, taking over any Neutral Units 
from the attacking Army not killed in the Battle. If there are not enough Slots 
available they use the retreat rules. If the defenders lose they cannot retreat 
to the Region the attacker Marched from, even if it is empty now. If it is not 
possible for the loser to retreat, all Units and Leaders Controlled by the losing 
Alliance in the Battle Region are killed.

The Crusaders lose 2 Units and the 
Holy Roman Empire player, in charge 
of the Defence, first removes the Neutral  
Infantry. They now have to remove their 
own Infantry Unit before the Angevin 
Cavalry or the Neutral Leader. The 
remaining Neutral Leader joins the 
Turkoman Army that enters the City. 
The Glory token is also left behind. 

1. The Turkoman player lose 1 Unit and 
chooses to remove 1 Infantry of theirs. The 
rest of the Units and Leaders move into 
the conquered Region Tripoli. 

2. The 2 Infantry Units not part of the 
attacking force remains in the Desert 
Region. 

3. Tripoli contains the Neutral Leader 
Conrad, and there is not enough Slots 
for the 3 hexagonal Units/Leaders. 
Turkoman uses the retreat rules and 
move their Leader Badr al-Din back to 
the Desert. 

1. The Crusaders cannot retreat to the 
Desert Region the Turkoman player  
attacked from, even if it had been empty.

2. The Crusaders can retreat to the 
other Adjacent Desert Region that is  
Controlled by their Alliance. They still 
could have retreated there if the Region 
had been empty. 

If the Muslim Alliance had Controlled 
the Region the Angevin Cavalry from 
Tripoli would have died, since there are 
no other Adjacent Regions available. 

The Battle was in a city therefore the Muslim Alliance gains 1 
Glory. There was at least one Leader in both sides of the battle so 
they gain 2 more Glory. This adds up to a total of 3 Glory for the 
Muslim Alliance. 

They adjust the Glory track marker by 3 steps, from the Crusader 
Alliance side towards the Muslim Alliance side. The Glory token 
in Tripoli is not counted until the Upkeep phase.

The conquered Region Tripoli is a Mercantile City. The Turkoman player 
moves the Mercantile track marker 1 step towards their side on the Faith track. 

Retreat rules
If the attacker wins they take Control of the Region. If there are not enough 
Slots available in the Region the excess Units/Leaders retreat to Adjacent 
Regions that are either empty or Controlled by their Alliance (retreat rules). 
If the attacker loses they must retreat into the Region they attacked from.

Any Resources on tokens remains in their Regions. All players immediately 
adjust their markers for base command points , crowns , gold or 
supply  if relevant. Any Glory tokens or icons in the Region are only 
counted in the Upkeep Phase. If the Region is a Mercantile City , both 
Alliances adjust the Mercantile City maker on their Faith track.
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4. Diplomacy Phase
In this phase players bid for the Diplomacy Card bonus and the order they move 
on the diplomacy board.

Players secretly select gold and simultaneously reveal their bid. Starting 
with the highest bidder (ties are broken by initiative), the players pay their 
bid to the pool and place their marker on the number (B) on the Diplomacy 
Card that corresponds with the reward (A) they want. When all players have 
placed their markers and taken their rewards, the numbers on the Diplomacy 
Card shows the order the players will move on the diplomacy board. 

The player who makes the lowest bid will not get to choose their bonus 
from the Diplomacy Card. Instead, the opposing Alliance decides which 
bonus they will get.

The players simultaneously reveal their secret bids. The Holy Roman Empire player 
wins the bid, pays the 3 gold to the pool and get to choose first. They choose bonus 
nr 4 and immediately moves the Glory marker 1 step in their Alliance's direction. 

The Turkoman and Ayyubid players both bid 2 gold, but the Turkoman player is 
ahead of Ayyubid on the initiative track and get to choose first. They pick bonus nr 2, 
pays and can remove 1 Sabotage token. The Ayyubid player then choose bonus nr 5, 
pays and moves the Faith track marker 1 step in their direction. 

The Angevin player comes last in the bid and the Muslim Alliance decides their 
bonus. They do not want to give the Angevin player a free Advanced Order, so instead 
choose bonus nr 1, giving them 1 gold.

The players move on the board in the order on the Diplomacy Card. They place a new 
marker of their color in the space they pick, take the Units/tokens from the pool and place 
them in any of their Regions. Triangual tokens have instant effects and are then discarded.

1. The Angevin player can either choose the 2 space row, or pass by it and reach the 4 
space row. They pick the Leader in the 2 space row. 

2. The Turkoman player cannot choose the 3 Infantry in the space next to them, since that 
would mean moving backwards. They need to pick one of the spaces in the 4 space row 
in front of them before they can advance further up the board. They choose 2 Cavalry. 

3. The Holy Roman Empire player can either choose the 2 space row, or pass by it and 
reach the 4 space row. Since that would make them reach the end of the board, they pick 
a triangular Glory token from the 2 space row. They immediately move the Glory marker. 

4. The Ayyubid player has the option to move ahead to the Faith token in front of them, 
but instead choose to reach a space with 3 supply tokens further up the board. Since the 
Faith token is not a 4 space row they are allowed to pass by it. 

Diplomacy board
Players advance up the diplomacy board following the lines to a free space. 
They can only move forwards or sideways along the lines. In any row with 4 
spaces each player must pick one of those spots before advancing to the next 
row. Place a player marker in the space on the board, take the Units/tokens 
from the pool and place them in any Regions on the map. Triangular tokens 
with instant effects are discarded and the Glory or Faith markers are 
moved immediately on the corresponding tracks. 

If the Region is full the player may replace a Unit or Resource. Units are 
returned to the player board and tokens are discarded. If players Control more 
command points , crowns , gold icons or supply icons  they adjust 
their tracks accordingly. Glory tokens / placed on the map are not 
counted until the Upkeep Phase.
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5. Upkeep Phase
The Upkeep Phase consists of 10 steps carried out in the following order. 

1. Active Mission Card check. Count the number of Regions 
each Alliance Controls that match the Glory requirement. 
If one Alliance Controls more, adjust the Glory marker

towards that Alliance the number of steps equal to the difference between the 
Alliances. Each player also counts the number of Regions they Control that 
match the Faith requirement. The player within each Alliance that Controls 
more moves their Alliances’ Faith marker to their side the number of steps 
equal to the difference.

2. Tithe. Each player reveals all of their Orders still on the 
main board that have a Tithe icon . They may execute these 
Orders now, as long as they have Presence in the Regions, by  

paying the cost, removing the Orders from the board and taking 1 gold each. 

3. Orders. Reveal and remove all non-executed Orders
from the map. For each Order that a player did not execute they 
move the Glory marker one space away from their Alliance. 
After this, all Orders from the round are returned to the players' 

individual Order boxes. 

4. Map board.
A. Supply check. Each player counts the supply icons in any non 

fully stacked Unit Sections of their player board, and compares that 
number against their supply track. If they Control fewer supply 

icons than those required by their player board, 
they move the Glory marker away from their 
Alliance once for each icon they are short. They 
must also remove Units from the map board and 
return them to their player board until the supply 
need is balanced.

B. Advanced Orders. Can be bought with leftover supply not spent 
on Units with the cost of 2 supply per Order.

C. Jerusalem. If the Crusader Alliance Controls Jerusalem they move 
the Glory marker 2 steps towards the Crusader Alliance. They only 
gain these 2 Glory in this step, not when they invade Jerusalem.

D. Gold. Each player checks their gold track marker, and takes the 
same amount of gold from the pool.

E. Glory. Each player moves the Glory marker once towards their 
Alliance for each uncovered Glory icon in Regions they Control. 
This is the only time that Glory tokens and Glory icons in Regions 
are counted. They are not counted when a player gains Control of 
a Region with a token/icon. 

5. Victory check. If the Glory marker is at space 10 or higher on 
any side of the Glory track, that Alliance wins. If neither Alliance is 
victorious, continue with the remaining steps of the Upkeep Phase.

6. Advance the round marker one step. If the track marker is 
on 1192, the game is over. See game end below.

7. Genoa ships. If the round track marker moves to a period match-
ing that on one of the 2 Genoa ships, the Crusader players receive 
the Units and Leaders on those ships. In initiative order, each player 

places the Units and Leaders they received into one Port Region where their 
own Army has Presence. If there is not enough space in a single Port, the 
player may split the pieces between two Ports, as long as they have Presence 
in both Regions. If there are no free spaces in any of their Ports, or no Ports 
where they have Presence, the pieces are lost.

8. Diplomacy Card. Remove the top Diplomacy Card and 
discard it. This round's Diplomacy Card becomes visible. 
 
9. Mission Cards. Move the top card in the future Mission 
Cards deck to the active mission spot. This is the active mission 
for the round. Next rounds Mission Card becomes visible in the 
future Mission Cards deck. 

10. Initiative track. Move all initiative markers 1 step down on 
the initiative track and the last marker to the top.

After completing all steps in the Upkeep Phase, remove all Event Cards from 
this round. All players place their current command point marker on top of 
their base command point marker. Proceed to the next round. If this was the 
fourth and last round, proceed to the End Game Scoring. 

1. The Angevin player has 5 Unit Sections that are not fully 
stacked, with a total of 8 supply icons. When they count 
the supply icons in Regions they Control on the map board 
they only have 7. The player move the Glory marker 1 step 
away from their Alliance on the Glory track.

2. To correct the supply, they remove 2 Infantry Units from 
the map board, and fill the Section on their player board. 
Now they only need 7 supply to support their Units on the 
map board.

1. The Alliance that Controls most 
Regions with crown icons move the 
Glory marker equal to the difference.

2. Within each Alliance, the player 
that Controls the most Ports move the 
Faith marker equal to the difference 
on their Alliance's Faith track. 
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End Game Scoring
The game ends immediately if any of the following conditions occur:

ǺThe Glory marker is at space 10 or higher on any side of the 
Glory track during a Victory check. The Alliance that reaches 
this point wins the game. 

ǺThe fourth round is over. In initiative order, the players choose and reveal 1 
of their Objective Cards. If they Control any of the Cities shown on the card, 
they move the Glory marker according to the table. If they Control several 
of the named Cities they recieve a higher score. The Alliance with the most 
Glory wins the game, if tied the Alliance that Controls Jerusalem wins. 

If there is a tie (the players win 1 or 0 tiebreakers each), the player in the  
winning Alliance who Controls Jerusalem wins. If neither player Controls 
Jerusalem, whichever player has the most gold is the winner.

Still tied? Either share the victory, or determine the victory by positioning 
the best in a follow up game of Crusader Kings.

The Ayyubid player Controls 2 Cities, Kerak and Damascus. If they 
reveals this card to settle the Alliance Victory, they receive 3 Glory.

The Crusader Alliance won the Alliance victory. The Holy Roman Empire 
player win the Faith tiebreaker and the Angevin player win the Mercantile 
tiebreaker. This gives them 1 tiebreaker point each. 

The players reveal their remaining Objective Cards, not used in the Alliance 
victory count. 

1. The Holy Roman Empire player is in Control of 3 Cities; Sidon, 
Ascalon and Heraclium.
2. The Angevin player only has Control of 2 Cities; Homs and Tyre.

The Holy Roman Empire player wins this tiebreaker and gets 1 tiebreaker 
point. They now have 2 points against the Angevin players' 1 point, and is 
the Final Winner of the game. 

If an Alliance that has 2 players wins, the Final Winner among those 2 is 
decided by winning a majority of the following tiebreakers.

 Ǻ Faith: Be highest on the Faith track.
 Ǻ Mercantile Cities: Control the most Mercantile Cities, as seen 
by the marker on the Faith track.
 ǺObjectives: Each player reveals their remaining Objective Card. The 
players compare how many of the Cities on their Card they Control. 
They player Controlling the most wins this tiebreaker. 
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Glossary
Adjacent
Regions are Adjacent if they are connected by a Road.

Advanced Order
Any order with the Advanced Order symbol on it. Advanced Orders 

are purchased with 2 per Order during the Upkeep Phase. If the Advanced 
Order symbol is the main effect on an Event Card, the player gets to add the 
number of Advanced Orders behind their Order screen for free.

Alliance
There are 2 Alliances in the game, and each Alliance consists of 2 Armies.  
The Ayyubid Army and the Turkoman Army creates the Muslim  
Alliance . The Angevin Army and the Holy Roman Empire Army
creates the Crusader Alliance . When an Army gains Glory, the Glory is 
gained by the Alliance of that Army. Each Alliance shares a Faith track.

Alliance Partner
The 2 Armies within an Alliance are Alliance Partners. The Angevin and 
the Holy Roman Empire are Alliance Partners. The Ayyubid and the 
Turkoman are Alliance Partners.

Army
There are 4 Armies in the game – the Angevin , the Ayyubid , the Holy 
Roman Empire and the Turkoman .

Assassination
The player may remove a Leader token of the color specified by the event from 
the main board and return it to the box.

Bandit
Placed on a Road as the result of an Event Card effect. If an Army Marches 

along a Road with Bandits they lose 2 Units for each Bandit token on the Road. 
This always happens if a player moves on a Road with a Bandit, even as part 
of a retreat from a Battle or a Reinforce Reaction Order, unless specifically 
instructed to ignore . Any Bandit tokens are then removed from the Road. 

Battle
A comparison of Strength between the Units and Leaders of opposing Alliances 
that share a Region. (See pages 14–15.)

Battle Strength
See Strength.

Blank Orders
These Orders have no effect and cannot be executed. They are included 

to allow players to bluff as to their actual intentions for the round.

Cavalry
Cavalry is a Unit type, and must be placed onto a hexagonal Slot in a 

Region. Their Battle Strength varies depending on the Region type.

City
One of the 2 types of Regions on the map board. (See Regions.)

Control
The Army with the most Units in a Region Controls it and all Resources, Neutral 
Units and Leaders in that Region. If tied, no player Controls the Region.

Coordinated March
/ The active player can bring Units/Leaders from their Alliance Partner 

with them when they March.

Defence
A Reaction Order that adds to defenders Battle Strength. Only in the 

Region where the Order is placed. 

Desert
One of the 2 types of Regions on the map board. (See Regions.)

Destroyed Port
A token placed over the Port icon to indicate that the Port is unusable.  

If all Ports in a Region are covered, the Region no longer counts as containing 
a Port. A Destroyed Port token can not be removed.

Diplomacy Cards
During the Diplomacy Phase players secretly bid for the turn order 
to choose a bonus from the current round's Diplomacy Card. 

Disperse
A player March with any number of Units and/or Leaders they Control 

in a Region into any 2 Adjacent Regions.

Diversion
Cancel a Reaction Order used by another player in an Adjacent Region.

Event Cards
Event Cards are placed next to the bidding board during the Strategy 
Phase. Each Army receives 2 Event Cards chosen by the opposing 
Alliance. They are activated during the Command Phase. 

Faith
Faith is registered on the Faith track. In 2- and 3-player games, the lone 

player gets +1 Battle Strength if they have higher Faith than their opponent. 
Faith is also checked at the end of the game to determine the Final Winner. 
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Final Winner
If a player is part of an Alliance that includes another player, there will be 
a Final Winner decided based on how the players do in Faith, Control of 
Mercantile Cities and Glory from a hidden Objective Card.

Forced March
A player March with any number of Units/Leaders they Control in a 

Region to an Adjacent Region. They cannot move their Alliance Partner’s 
Units unless it is a Coordinated March. They cannot bring any more Units 
than those that fit into the available Slots in the targeted Region. Then they 
March with any number of Units/Leaders from the new Region to an Adjacent 
Region. If a Battle occurs in the first Region the March is over. 

Glory
Glory is gained for an Alliance and will determine the winner. Any Glory 

tokens placed or Glory icons printed in Regions are counted in the Upkeep 
phase. All other Glory from Battles and Cards are counted instantly. 

Infantry
Infantry is a Unit type, placed into square Slots in a Region. A Region 

can hold a maximum of 6 Infantry. Their Battle Strength is always 1.

Leader
/ Leaders are special pieces with names, placed into Regions in Slots 

matching their shape. They March in the same manner as Units. 
A Leader with any Infantry or Cavalry icons acts as a Unit in Battle, adding 

the Units' Strength. Otherwise their Strength is always 0. If a Leader without 
Battle Strength is alone in a Region and is attacked it cannot fight or retreat, 
instead it is discarded from the game. Leaders are not otherwise Units and 
cannot be affected by events that only affect Units.

Mercantile Cities
Some Cities are Mercantile Cities. Control of them are registered on the 

Faith track, and checked at the end of the game to help determine the Final 
Winner in the winning Alliance. 

March
A player moves any number of Units and/or Leaders they Control from 

a Region to an Adjacent Region. They cannot move their Alliance Partner’s 
Units unless it is a Coordinated March. 

Mission Cards
The Mission Card shows 2 bonuses that are counted at the end of 
the round. The Alliances compete for the Glory mission and the 

Armies within each Alliance compete for the Faith mission. The next round’s 
Mission Card is always visible. 

Muster
/ / Place the type and number of Units of the shown Army in 

a Region.

Named Leader
/ If an event calls for a Named Leader to be added to the board, 

place the Named Leader’s piece in a Region where the Army of that Leader has 
Presence – unless the event specifies otherwise. If an event calls for a Named 
Leader to be removed from the main board, that Leader must be removed 
from the main board and returned to the box. If the event calls for a Leader 
to be flipped, flip that Leader to their opposite side.

Named Region
All effects directly above a Region name must be applied to that Region. The 
Region can be defined by the Presence of a Leader. If all valid Leaders are dead 
then any effects that would affect that Leader do not apply (though Crown 
events of the card may still apply).

Neutral Units and Leaders
/ / / / Neutral pieces are white tokens. Some begin on 

the board and others may be added to the board as a result of events or from 
diplomacy board rewards. The player that Controls the Region Controls the 
Units and Leaders in it. If players are tied for Control, Neutral Units and Lead-
ers are Controlled by the Alliance, but not by either player in that Alliance. 

In Battle, any Neutral Units/Leaders Marching with the attacking Army 
is counted towards their Battle Strength. Any Neutral Units/Leaders in the 
defenders Region are counted towards the defence, even if the Control is tied 
between the Alliance Partners. 

If a Region ever contains only Neutral Leaders and Units, those Leaders 
and Units are no longer under the Control of any player. They remain on 
the board and will come join the next Army to take Control of that Region.

Objective Cards
Each player draws 2 Objective Cards as part of the setup. Each 
Objective Card shows the name of a City and the Glory a player 

receives if they Control the City Region when the game ends after the fourth 
round. One Objective Card is chosen by each player to gain Glory for their 
Alliance, and the second card is used to determine the Final Winner in the 
winning Alliance. 

Orders
Orders are placed in the Order Sections during the Planning Phase, and 

executed during the Command Phase. Each Region can only hold 1 Order 
per Alliance. 

Port
Sea Move is only possible between Cities with a Port.
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Presence
An Army has Presence in any Region where it has at least 1 Unit or Leader.  
The Army icons are used to show Presence requirements; Angevin ,  
Ayyubid , Holy Roman Empire and Turkoman . Alliance Presence 
is shown by the Alliance icons / . If no specific Presence is needed: .

Reaction Order
A specific type of Order that any player may execute out of turn if there 

is a Battle. 

Reinforce Order
Add +1 in Battle Strength for each Unit in the Region to a Battle in an 

Adjacent Region, regardless of the Unit's own Battle Strength. When a player 
distribute losses, the Reinforcing Units are also considered part of the Battle.

Region
City Region or Desert Region. An area of the main board that con-
tains Slots. In the Slots there may be icons that give the Controlling player a 
Resource during the Upkeep Phase. Regions are connected by Roads.

If a Unit is placed covering a Slot with an icon, that icon is hidden and does 
not contribute to the Controlling player until the Unit is removed.

Players cannot add further Units of a type to a Region if all of the Slots for 
that Unit type already contain Units or Leaders. A Region may only contain 
2 Cavalry (including Leaders who count as Cavalry), 1 Siege Engine and 6 
Infantry. If an effect other than a March would add Units or Leaders to a 
Region that cannot be placed, those Units or Leaders are not placed.

Units may be placed on top of a Slot that contains an Upgrade token. The 
Upgrade token is then hidden and does not contribute its Resource icons until 
the Unit is removed from the Slot.

Repair
Remove a Sabotage token from the map.

Resources
/ / / / Tokens that can be placed on spots in Regions. 

They are shaped as Region-spots (hexagon, square and trapezoid) and show 
1 or more icons.

Road
Roads connect Regions on the map. Units/Leaders March via Roads between 
Regions, by effects on Orders and Cards. Roads may be blocked by Bandits.

Sabotage
Placed with the Sabotage side up on an empty Slot in a Region, the Re-
source on the Slot is not available for the Controlling player and the Slot can 
no longer hold a Unit. Sabotaged tokens cannot be placed in Jerusalem.

Sea Move
A player moves any number of the Units and/or Leaders they Control 

from one Region with a Port to another Region with a Port. If a player uses 
a Sea Move to attack a Region and lose, they must retreat to the Port Region 
they attacked from. 

Section
Part of the player board. Can hold a number of Units. For each Section that 
is not fully stacked with Units, the player must have the shown supply in the 
Upkeep Phase.

Siege Engine
Siege Engines are a Unit type. These Units must also be placed onto a 

trapezoid Slot of a specific type when they are placed into a Region. Their 
Battle Strength varies depending on the Region type.

Slots
Each Region contains a number of Slots. In each Region there are 6 Slots 
that can hold Infantry, 2 that can hold Cavalry and 1 that can hold a Siege 
Engine. This is the limit of each type of Unit or Leader that may be placed 
into that Region.

Strength
The combat ability of Units and Leaders which determines the result of any 
Battle in which they participate. See Battle Section, p. 14–15.

Tactical Retreat
If a player is attacked they lose 1 Unit and retreat from the Region as 

though losing a Battle in that Region. The opponent does not win a Battle 
and does not gain any Glory.

Tithe 
Instead of executing an Order with a Tithe icon , a player can save this 
Order until the Upkeep Phase. The player pays for the cost and will receive 1 
gold. The actual effect of the Order is ignored. 

Unit
/ / Cavalry, Siege Engine or Infantry. Leaders are not Units, 

but they may have icons that cause them to count as Units for certain game 
purposes.

Upgrade
A token showing one or more icons that is placed into a Region, taking up 
one or more available Slots. Upgrades cannot be moved from the Region 
they are in.
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